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Abstract

The phenomenal growth of video on the web and

the increasing sparseness of meta information associ-

ated with it forces us to look for signals from the

video content for search/information retrieval and brows-

ing based corpus exploration. A large chunk of users’

searching/browsing patterns are centered around people

present in the video. Doing it at scale in videos re-

mains hard due to a) the absence of labeled data for

such a large set of people and b) the large variation

of pose/illumination/expression/age/occlusion/quality etc in

the target corpus.

We propose a system that can learn and recognize faces

by combining signals from large scale weakly labeled text,

image, and video corpora. First, consistency learning is

proposed to create face models for popular persons. We use

the text-image co-occurrence on the web as a weak signal of

relevance and learn the set of consistent face models from

this very large and noisy training set. Second, efficient and

accurate face detection and face tracking is applied. Last,

the key faces in each face track is select by clustering to

get compact and robust representation. The face tracks are

further clustered to get more representative key faces and

remove duplicate key faces. For each cluster of face tracks,

a combination of majority voting and probabilistic voting

is done with the automatically learned models. The effec-

tiveness of our framework is demonstrated by results on im-

age and video corpora, in which we can achieve 92.68% in

37 million images and 80% top-5-precision in 1500 hours

videos.

1. Introduction

Increasing amount of video content on the web is mark-

ing a new phase of how users consume information. Users

often look for specific people-related video content. The

need for recognizing people in these videos is tremendous.

However, this large scale face recognition task presents sev-

eral challenges: (1) it is not practical to manually label train-

ing data for a large set of people du to very large variation of

pose/illumination/expression/age/occlusion/quality etc; (2)

it is very important to develop efficient, high precision, and

robust algorithms for recognizing faces.

We address the first challenge by correlating people

names with faces directly from the web using people name

appearances as a weak prior to finding the right face mod-

els. Consistency learning and correlation sampling are pro-

posed to build a set of accurate and clean models from the

weak and noisy text-image correlation data. As the relative

ratios of text to image content on web pages change, it be-

comes increasingly harder for text based retrieval systems to

find the most relevant image/video. However, the large size

of this corpus presents a very unique opportunity, i.e using

text based priors to bias the learning of image based mod-

els. Systems that rely on very complex models can often

be outperformed by very simple systems with statistics es-

timated from a very large dataset. So, we proposed consis-

tency learning to automatically learn the models from this

weakly labeled corpus of text-image co-occurrence.

[1, 2] addresses this issues by using Google Image

Search to find relevant images and using TSI-pLSA based

method to learn relevant models. They deal with the prob-

lem of general object categories while we deal with faces in

particular. One difference is that they pick the best model

for each category while we retain a large number of mod-

els spanning different variations in the face space which is

key to robust recognition invariant to different variations.

[5] deals with a very similar problem for news broadcasts.

They extract discriminant coordinates for the faces and ap-

ply a clustering step to estimate the likely labels. As their

dataset is constrained in the news pictures, it’s much smaller

and cleaner than whole web images, and the variations of

faces are also limited by the nature of news pictures. The

case of “structured noise”, i.e noise occurring as a cluster,

isn’t handled by any of these methods. Other related work

for faces can be found in [6, 7] while the idea of using text

and image features for learning has be explored in [8, 9].

[10] wants to build a comprehensive face data set with low-

est manual effort.

Consistency learning uses completely discriminative es-

timates in measuring goodness and hence under assump-
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tions of completeness in the people name set (not unrealis-

tic for celebrities) we can handle noisy results even when

they form clusters. We first outline the idea of consistency

learning and later present a correlation sampling scheme to

handle correlation bias in web image results. We learn from

a very large dataset of 37 million images and end up with

200 thousand face models to represent 6 thousand people.

Real world video face recognition is getting more inter-

esting [11, 13, 14]. To meet the second challenge, we de-

veloped a very efficient, highly precise and robust algorithm

for video face recognition. A very good face detectors are

available with the success of efficient and accurate face de-

tection algorithm following Viola and Jones [12]. We de-

veloped a highly accurate and efficient face tracker which

tracks facial feature points. Key face selection and track

clustering is performed for efficient and robust video face

representation. And finally, a combination of majority vot-

ing and probabilistic voting is proposed for exemplar based

video face recognition.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The system

overview is outlined in section 2. Consistency learning is

presented in section 3. Video face recognition is described

in section 4. Experimental results are presented in section

5, and conclusion and future work is presented in section 6.

2. System Overview

As shown in Figure 1, the whole system is composed of

two phases:

1. Automatic Model Learning:

(1) We use a person name entity detection algorithm

[15] to extract candidates names. We use the to-

tal number of occurrence of each name on the

web as a measure of popularity and select the top

6000 candidate names. From this set, we have

manually eliminated a small number of false pos-

itives in the person name entity detection pro-

cess. Working with the top names also helps

us get over errors in the name entity detection

algorithm. Hence, we refer to these names as

celebrity names.

(2) We then extract Google image search results for

all the celebrity names.

(3) Faces are detected from the images, and a feature

vector is extracted for each face.

(4) Consistency learning is applied to the resulting

dataset, and celebrity models are built.

2. Video Face Recognition:

(1) For each web video, we perform face detection

and tracking.

(2) For each track, some key faces are selected to

represent this track by face clustering.

(3) We perform track clustering to form very tight

clusters such that each cluster represents only one

person (a person could have multiple clusters).

(4) For each track-cluster, video face recognition is

performed with the automatically learned models

from phase 1.
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Figure 1. system overview

3. Automatic Learning of Face Models

3.1. Consistency Learning

Precision and generalization of a machine learning sys-

tem depends heavily on the amount of training data it is

presented with. Training data is often hand annotated and

hence curation of large datasets becomes expensive. Most

learning formulations rely heavily on the training data being

noise-free and hence need this high accuracy data curation

process. In the recent years, world wide web has grown to

cover all kinds of information. With some prior filtering

we can find data that is weakly relevant to the problem at

hand. We present a method that operates on a large weak-

hypothesis set to generates a very clean dataset. It simul-

taneously approximates the classifier surface with a piece-

wise linear fit by the nearest neighbors on the filtered set.

The basic idea is to have a smoothness prior over the con-

cept space in determining if a label is accurate or noisy. In



Figure 2. Illustrative diagram for self validation.

particular we propose to use matching behavior over large

sets as a discriminative estimator for consistency. Figure 2

illustrates the proposed system for two classes (with a triv-

ial generalization to multi-class formulation) . We have a

set of hypothesis classes, with each class containing a set of

weakly confident hypothesis. Since no explicit ground truth

is given, we term this method as self validation. The goal of

self validation is to come up with a posterior for confidence

on the hypothesis space using the information about other

hypothesis in the space. Algorithm 1 outlines a scheme to

estimate consistency based on a discriminative approach.

Key insight in the method is the observation that samples

that confirm to classifiers learned from an unbiased set of

weak hypothesis have a higher probability of correctness.

We assume here that the optimal Bayes discriminative sur-

face is within the representative ability of the classifier and

hence attribute confirming classification to the smoothness

of the hypothesis space. This results in a very intuitive esti-

mation scheme. We randomly sample a probe set from the

weak-hypothesis set and then assume the remaining to form

the gallery of true samples. Every time a probe hypothesis

matches its hypothesis class in the gallery our confidence

in its trueness increases. If this sampling operation is done

often enough then we can compute a statistically significant

number for each sample which we call precision.

3.2. Correlation Sampling

Most machine learning algorithms assume that the input

data is IID. The IID assumption is particularly violated in

the current context since images on the web and in partic-

ular celebrity images exhibit a lot of correlation. There are

edit/duplication paths that the original images go through to

find multiple appearances on the web.

A graph based sampling algorithm is proposed to sam-

ple data either to favor correlation or to maximize de-

correlation. Let’s assume a weighted graph G(V, E) which

represents connectivity of the input data. We wish to sam-

1. Randomly sample a probe set from the result-set of all

faces (i.e the weak hypothesis set).

2. Train a classifier from the remaining samples (could be

k-NN).

3. Classify the probe samples.

4. If samples match the hypothesis class, consider it a

positive vote, else a negative vote.

5. Repeat steps 1-4 a large number of times.

6. For each sample compute precision as

Precision =
positive

positive + negative

Algorithm 1: Basic algorithm to determine consistency

based on discriminative precision.

• Sample two nodes v1and v2 uniformly at random.

• Compute their proximity functions F (S, v1) and

F (S, v2).

• Emit the smaller one of the two as the desired sample.

Algorithm 2: Rank proportional sampling

ple a subset of nodes S ⊂ G from this graph such that the

quantity F (S) is minimized.

F (S) =
∑

v1∈S

∑

v2∈S

f (v1, v2) .R (| S |) (1)

where f(v1, v2) is the proximity function we wish to op-

timize on and R (| S |) is a regularization term to control

the size of S. F (S) can be optimized in a stochastic and

greedy manner in following steps:

F
′

(S, v) =
∑

v
′
∈S

f
(

v, v
′

)

(2)

P(S,G)(v) =
F

′

(S, v)
∑

v∈G F
′ (S, v)

(3)

vgood ← P(S,G)(v) (4)

S = S ∪ {vgood} (5)

3.3. The sampling algorithm

The current formulation requires O(n) computation to

sample one point due to the normalization step. We further

approximate this by defining a distribution Prank(S,G)
(v)

which samples v proportional to its rank in the list of



nodes sorted by the proximity function F
′

(S, v), in which

the smaller F
′

(S, v) is, the higher rank v has. By intro-

ducing the notation of rank proportional sampling we get

around the need to normalize the distribution and hence

avoid O(n)computation. In fact this particular formula-

tion of the problem leads us to a surprisingly simple algo-

rithm, shown in Algorithm 2, which can be proven to yield

a ramp distribution on the rank of the numbers. Let’s con-

sider the probability distribution, Prank(r), of the number

being emitted in rank r (the smaller F
′

(S, v) is, the larger r

is):

Prank(r) = P (r)P (r
′

≤ r) =
1

n
·

r

n
=

r

n2
(6)

Hence the probability of sampling is proportional to the

rank of the node in the list sorted by the proximity function.

Its worth noting here that the technique can work with

any proximity function. In particular using min or max

instead of the summation are attractive alternatives in that

they give a measure proportional to a smooth version of

similarity/distance. All results presented here will use the

min proximity function. It should also be noted that since

we got rid of the normalization term, the entire distribution

need not be pre-computed and we can do away with just 2

comparisons per sampling step.

4. Video Face Recognition

To recognize people in videos, face detection and track-

ing are applied to extract faces from videos. Then, key faces

are selected for each track for fast and robust recognition.

Face tracks are further clustered to get more compact and

robust representation. A combination of majority voting

and probabilistic voting algorithm is used to recognize each

cluster of face tracks.

4.1. Face detection and Tracking

We use frontal face detection to locate the faces. Our

face detection is based an extension of a cascade of boosted

classifiers of Viola’s work [12].

For face tracking, besides computational efficiency, high

precision is preferred by us as it is of high importance for re-

trieval. To this end, we build on Google’s proprietary Neven

Vision facial feature tracking SDK [17], whose tracker com-

ponent supports real-time and off-line tracking of up to 22

facial feature points in video streams. The tracker uses Ga-

bor wavelet-based features to represent the facial landmarks

and is highly robust against face size and pose variations

as well as illumination changes. A very useful feature of

the tracking engine is a person-independent classifier which

produces a tracker confidence score, which can be used as

a reliable indicator whether the system is still on-track or in

need to be reinitialized. This is very important for recogni-

tion, since face recognition performance can be severely im-

paired, if the face tracks become cluttered due to the tracker

drifting off to other faces or objects.

The whole face detection and tracking algorithm is

shown in Figure 3. Shot boundary detection is used to pre-

vent tracking across different shots, and periodical face de-

tection is performed to detect new faces. Each time when

we track faces, we also check the confidence of the facial

feature tracker. If the facial feature tracker fails, we will try

to give it another chance by using face detection to confirm

it. By this way, we can reliably track faces.

4.2. Key Face Selection

After face detection and tracking, the faces are repre-

sented by face tracks where each track is a sequence of faces

of the (ideally) same person in consecutive frames. The in-

tuitive way is to recognize all the faces of each track. How-

ever, there are two disadvantages here: (1) It is time con-

suming; (2) It does not get rid of the redundant information;

(3) It does not remove noise because some of the frames

are not good due to low quality of compression, occlusion,

pose, illumination, and expression.

In fact, speed is very important for large scale face recog-

nition, and the many faces are not good for recognition in

the real-world video and the quality of many web videos are

not good. So, it is very important to select good key faces

for recognition. A clustering-based key face selection algo-

rithm is used in this paper. Some papers used k-means clus-

tering. However, as we do not know the number of clusters

in a track, we used the hierarchical clustering algorithm to

cluster the faces of a track. To cluster the faces into separate

clusters, complete-linkage is used. The distance between

two faces are based on the selected local Gabor features ex-

tracted from facial feature points. After the clustering, each

cluster will consist of different faces according to pose, oc-

clusion, and quality. To remove noise, we discard the clus-

ters with smaller number of faces. Also, as face recognition

does not work well with non-frontal faces, we also remove

the clusters which are non-frontal faces. The pose estima-

tion is based on the facial feature points. A PCA model is

built for some training samples of facial feature points, of

which the first component corresponds to the left-right face

rotation. Then, the facial feature points of new faces are

projected into the PCA model and its pose is estimated by

the parameter of the first PCA component.

4.3. Face Track Clustering

It is usually the situation that one person can appear sev-

eral times inside a video. If we know which faces belong

to the same person, then they can be recognized as a whole.

There will be two benefits: (1) We can save the computa-

tion as there could be duplicate faces in different tracks and

we do not need to recognize them one-by-one; (2) It will
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Figure 3. face detection and tracking

be more robust for recognition as we can see more samples

of the same person. So, it is necessary to do clustering of

the face tracks. Also, the hierarchical clustering algorithm

is used. The similarity between two track is the maximum

similarity of the key faces. After the tracks are clustered,

we do further clustering on the key faces of all the tracks

in the same cluster, and select the key faces of this cluster.

In this way, we can get more representative key faces and

remove unnecessary key faces.

4.4. Track Cluster Recognition

As the models are built from images, an exemplar-based

video face recognition method is used in this paper where

each cluster of face tracks is represented by some key faces.

There are two popular recognition algorithms for exem-

plar based recognition [16]. One is the majority voting al-

gorithm which recognizes the face in every exemplar and

then the identity of the person in the sequence is the one

who is recognized with the most times. The other is the

probabilistic voting algorithm which combines the recogni-

tion confidences in every exemplar and the identity of the

person in the sequence is the one who has the most summed

recognition confidence.

To get highly accurate recognition results, our recogni-

tion algorithm is a combination of the majority voting and

probabilistic voting because we have a special person called

”unknown”, which means it is not any one of the persons in

our face model. Let’s suppose the key faces of a cluster of

face tracks is:

KF = {f1, f2, ..., fN} (7)

First, each key face fi is recognized by k-nearest neigh-

bor as person p(fi) with confidence c(fi). Then, for each

person in all the recognized persons pj ∈ {p(fi)}, we can

calculate the times N(pj) that the key faces are recognized

as pj , i.e.

N(pj) =

i=N
∑

i=0

δ(p(fi), pj) (8)

where δ(x, y) is an indicator function which is 1 when its

two arguments are the same, and 0 otherwise. And the av-

erage recognition confidence of pj is C̄(pj), i.e.

C̄(pj) =
1

N

i=N
∑

i=0

δ(p(fi), pj) ∗ c(fi) (9)

Then, the person with the maximum N(pj) and C̄(pj) is

recognized as the identity of this cluster. A classifier is also

built on max(N(pj)) and max(C̄(pj)) to decide whether

recognition is confident enough or not, otherwise the iden-

tity of this cluster is unknown.

5. Experiments and Results

5.1. Automatic Model Learning

We present results of the proposed method evaluated on a

subset of web pages amounting to about 37 million images
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(pure image data is used here, no snapshots from video).

We use weak text correlations to get a hypothesis set for a

person name. About six thousand of these are put together

to run consistency determination experiments as outlined

above. Towards the end we retain a set of 200k models for

the 6k hypothesis classes put together. Detailed experimen-

tal setup is as follows :

• Collect a set of hypothesis images for each person

name using text correlations from web pages.

• Perform face detection on each image.

• For images with faces, extract a face signature. Our

face recognition system of choice is the Neven Vision

Face Recognition SDK, which was one of the top per-

forming engines in the most recent Face Recognition

Vendor Test in 2006 [4]. The face recognition engine

represents faces using local features based on the re-

sponses of a Gabor wavelet transform and has its roots

in the Elastic Graph Matching approach.

• Run consistency learning experiment on the set of all

hypothesis for all classes, using Nearest Neighbor clas-

sifier and face signature similarity as the similarity

metric.

• Prune samples based on precision histogram at µ−2σ.

• Retain high confidence models for recognition.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the average precision

over the 6k classes. It is evident that we can find good mod-

els for the majority of them with accuracy larger than 96%.

The mean classification rate for all the classes is 92.68% in

a forced choice mode.

5.2. Video Face Recognition

Our testing set contains about 1500 hours videos ran-

domly selected from web crawling and user uploading, and

contains 44,453 face tracks. Video face recognition is per-

formed with about 2k accurate models selected from the

learned 6k models. We set up three experiments:
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Figure 5. The precision recall distribution of difference schemes

• detection-based recognition: do face detection period-

ically for each shot, and recognize the detected faces.

This is the base line.

• tracking based recognition: recognition on the face

tracks with key frame selection.

• clustering based recognition: cluster face tracks, and

recognize them.

We manually check the average precision of 20 persons.

The results for are shown in Table 1. Please note that,

the precision is not high because some people do not have

enough videos. For example, Jacques Chirac does not ap-

pear in any video, so, it’s precision and recall are zero for

all of them.

To get the precision and recall distribution, we also man-

ually label about 10 hours of videos. They are selected

to contain 10 persons: George Bush, Condoleezza Rice,

Tony Blair, Bill Clinton, Kofi Annan, Sanddam Hussein,

Bill Gates, Steve Nash, Adolf Hitler, and Bin Laden. The

precision and recall curve for three experiments are shown

are shown in Figure 5. We can see that although the preci-

sion is pretty good, the recall is still low. This is because

there are lots of faces which are non-frontal, and/or small.

In such cases our face recognition engine’s accuracy starts

to decline significantly.

Name top 5 top 10 top 20

Clustering 0.80 0.63 0.5

Tracking 0.77 0.60 0.44

Detection 0.70 0.43 0.37
Table 1. precision of top results

In our experiments, we also find that our algorithm is

very robust for many sorts of variations including: pose

(Figure 6), illumination (Figure 7), expression (Figure 8),

age(Figure 9), occlusion (Figure 10), and quality (Figure

11). The recognized names are shown on the images in

Figure 6-11, in which all the faces are correctly recognized

even presented with these variations.



Figure 6. pose variations

Figure 7. illumination variations

Figure 8. expression variations

Figure 9. age variations

Figure 10. occlusion variations

Figure 11. quality variations

6. Conclusion and Future Work

A system for large scale recognition of faces in web

videos are proposed in this paper. The face models of

celebrities are automatically learned from the web images

by consistency learning. The names of celebrities are mined

from the web text by name entity detection. A highly accu-

rate and efficient face detection and tracking algorithm is

applied to extract faces. Key face selection and face track

clustering is performed to get fast and robust recognition.

A combination of majority voting and probabilistic voting

is used to get high precise recognition. The experiments

shows that this method can produce results with high preci-

sion (80% top-5-precision), which is preferred for retrieval.

There are amazing active learning possibilities in im-

proving the recognizer to grow across age variations while

incrementally adding high confidence samples to the train-

ing set. Another direction would be how to combine high-

precision face-based retrieval and high-recall text-based re-

trieval.
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